Bartlett's Rule Book Club Extras

Bartlett’s Rule
By Chelle Cordero

Bartlett’s Rule shares the story of Lon and Paige’s love affair; a romance
filled with hardship, emotion, danger and triumph. Falling in love was
never the challenge; being there for each other, knowing just what to say
and making it work is the real test. Paige and Lon are “real”; they are
human, they cry and they laugh. Paige has to learn to trust. Lon has to learn
to be patient.
From the introduction:
“He is a pompous ass!”
When Paige Andrews is given the assignment of courting a famous writer
for the publishing company she works for, she meets and entices the sexy,
charming and thoroughly dangerous womanizer, Lon Bartlett.
Lon immediately takes a not-so-professional, personal interest in the young
woman and pursues her. Lon is thrilled when Paige finally succumbs to his
charms only to find that her haunting past sets off a terrifying reaction. Lon
learns a heartbreaking reality - Paige is a rape survivor.
Will Lon be able to change his womanizing ways? Will he want to? Will
Paige ever learn to trust again? Can they learn to love and live, together?

Book Club Discussion Starters

Bartlett’s Rule
By Chelle Cordero



How does Bartlett’s Rule explore the two distinct personalities of
the main characters?



Discuss how the different personalities emerge in the beginning of
the novel. Do these personalities stay constant?



How much do you think society’s expectations influenced Lon
towards building his reputation as a player?



What pressures does society place on men in relationships? How
different are those pressures now in 2008 as opposed to, let’s say, the
1950’s?



Lon admits he has to rethink his view of rape when he learns that
Paige was raped by an ex-lover and not a stranger with a weapon.
Discuss different concepts of what is rape, what is sexual abuse?



Have a discussion about Paige’s emotional scars and the trust she
felt was betrayed. Should Paige “just get over it”? How realistic are
some of her reactions? Was Paige allowing herself to move ahead?
Discuss Lon’s support of her.



Hal attempts to blame people like Lon for the way he treated
Paige. How does TV/music/movies/novels affect actions and at what
point is the individual responsible for his/her own actions? For
example, courtroom dramas like to blame the influence of TV, etc. for
today’s violence.



Some TV/radio/print personalities enjoy an almost cult following
and are considered “experts” in their various fields. Discuss some of
these self-proclaimed “experts”: Dr. Ruth, Oprah, Dr. Phil, Geraldo,
etc. Do these ‘stars’ sensationalize rape? How so?



How do you think you would feel if your private life, particularly
romance, was scrutinized by the paparazzi? How much does a public
figure owe to the public and fans in terms of privacy? How much does
the media have the right to report?

Combining Passion and Suspense
Chelle Cordero

In Print, Ebook, and Audio Editions

Karma Visited
Do you believe in karma? Annie Furman has a gift that allows her, while she sleeps, to visit people in
their time of need - but who will be there for her when she needs help? Undersheriff Dave Turner is
investigating a series of home invasions and homicides. He has no idea that solving this case will
lead him to the woman of his dreams.

In Print, Ebook, and Audio Editions

The Many Faces of Chelle Cordero
The Many Faces of Chelle Cordero is a single author collection of short stories featuring
Introduction, Pussycat Tails, Holiday Happiness, Not Alone, I Swear That Raccoon Just Knocked on
the Door, Stormy Weather, A Mother’s Love, More Than a Friend, The Meeting, The Vacation and a
special bonus section.

In Print, Ebook, and Audio Editions

Hyphema
Hyphema: Bleeding in the eye caused by trauma… Matt Garratti, a paramedic from New York,
moves his wife and son to North Carolina to work at his dream job as a flight medic. Pakistani born
Sudah, his wife, receives frosty stares and insensitive comments from their new neighbors... Matt
wonders if he is pursuing his dream or bringing his family into a nightmare from which they may
never wake.

In Print and Ebook Editions; Audio Coming Soon

His Lucky Charm
What happens in Vegas doesn't always stay in Vegas... this time it follows Brandon and Caitlyn
across the country and into a world of espionage and danger. The one thing that Brandon knows for
sure is that he can't afford to lose his lucky charm, Caitlyn.

In Print and Ebook Editions; Audio Coming Soon

Common Bond, Tangled Hearts
Layne Gillette’s world is turned upside down when a man she has never met shows up to lay claim
as the father of her 6-year old son. When Layne’s abusive “ex-husband” shows up, they are torn
apart by danger, kidnapping and lies.

In Print, Ebook, and Audio Editions

A Chaunce of Riches
Ben Johnson was hired as a bodyguard for a rich widow and her kid, but he never expected to be
working for the woman who had abandoned him just when he had needed her the most. Damn it all,
he still wanted her. Samantha Chaunce never thought she would have to explain why she married
the rich man instead of Ben. Or that her husband had been murdered...and Ben was the prime
suspect.

In Print, Ebook, and Audio Editions

Hostage Heart
Life was hard after the hurricanes swept through, destroying her parents' home and livelihood... An
errand for her boss - a chance encounter with a crew of bank robbers - a kind man who tried to help
her ... a man who isn't all he seems...no, he is so much more

In Print, Ebook, and Audio Editions

Final Sin
Deputy Sheriff Commander Jake Carson has his hands full... investigation of a brutal multiple
homicide, a troubled son and a vindictive ex-wife. He meets young, free-spirited paramedic Julie
Jennings. When Julie becomes the subject of an obsession, it puts both of them in danger...

In Print, Ebook, and Audio Editions

Courage of the Heart
Sometimes love is the only cure for the very deepest of emotional wounds. The story of the two
lovers takes a series of unexpected and fast paced turns where lives, sanity and love are put in
jeopardy. Their commitment to one another results in a spirit that binds them together and helps
them to overcome physical and emotional dangers.

In Print, Ebook, and Audio Editions

Within the Law
Tom gave up on ever falling in love again the day that he buried his high school sweetheart and
fiancé. He started a career in law enforcement just so that he could find her murderer and rapist.
Just when he is about to see justice done, he meets Alli Davis-the defense attorney for the
murdering rapist who took his love from him.

In Print, Ebook, and Audio Editions

Bartlett's Rule
Bartlett's Rule shares the story of Lon and Paige's love affair; a romance filled with hardship,
emotion, danger and triumph. Falling in love was never the challenge; being there for each other,
knowing just what to say and making it work is the real test. Paige and Lon are real; they are human,
they cry and they laugh. Paige has to learn to trust. Lon has to learn to be patient.

In Print and Ebook Editions

Living, Breathing, Writing: A Lesson A Day
A complete month of lessons about the craft of writing and being a writer, from time management to
social networking, organizing queries to publication, and more. In the Bonus Section of this book
you’ll find more than 50 brain-starting exercises to help you get those words on paper.

In Print and Ebook Editions

Living, Breathing, Writing: A Lesson A Day, Volume 2
In celebration of Volume 1 going to print edition due to demand, Chelle Cordero and Vanilla Heart
Publishing have put together another complete month of lessons about the craft of writing and being
a writer, from time management to social networking, organizing queries to publication, and more.
Includes more than 50 brain-starting exercises and prompts to help you get those words on paper.
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Chelle Cordero
Chelle Cordero writes stories of Passion and Suspense. Vanilla Heart Publishing has published ten
Cordero novels: Bartlett’s Rule; His Lucky Charm; Within the Law; Courage of the Heart; Final Sin;
Hostage Heart; A Chaunce of Riches; Common Bond, Tangled Hearts; Hyphema; and Karma
Visited. She is currently working on her next novel and promises another action packed adventure
and heartwarming love story. Chelle has been writing both fiction and non-fiction for the bulk of her
adult life and has been with Vanilla Heart Publishing since early 2008.
Her books have earned many plaudits which includes: Bartlett's Rule was named one of Carolyn
Howard-Johnson's Top Ten Reads for 2009; Final Sin was an Honorable Mention in the Fiction
Category of the 2010 NY Book Festival and a 2009 Pushcart Prize nominee.; Hyphema won the Dec
9, 2011 Friday Book Cover Vote on the Shades of Love website; A Chaunce of Riches was Winner
of D. Renee Bagby’s readers’ choice for The Best Overall First Chapter, April 2010; and Hostage
Heart, Final Sin and A Chaunce of Riches had top ten finishes in the 2009 Preditors’ and Readers’
poll. Chelle was also featured in "50 Great Writers You Should Be Reading" published by The
Author’s Show in 2010.
Chelle Cordero maintains an author’s blog at http://chellecordero.blogspot.com/, a promotional blog
at http://ccepotourri.wordpress.com/, and offers a weekly writing workshop for Kindle Blog
subscribers at http://bit.ly/pILcG. Her website http://ChelleCordero.com offers information on all of
her books and her appearances. Bloggers and the media are welcome to visit Chelle’s media room
at http://chellecordero.com/media/ with downloadable photos and other information.
Be sure to LIKE Chelle’s FaceBook page at https://www.facebook.com/AuthorChelleCordero and
follow her on Twitter at https://twitter.com/ChelleCordero. You can email Chelle at
ChelleCordero(at)gmail.com.

Chelle lives in the northeast with her husband, Mark, and family. They have two adult offspring.
Jenni (& Jason) and Marc (& Trish); they also live with three mischievous and spoiled pussycats,
one of whom has taken up permanent residence on Chelle’s desk. Chelle is a full-time freelance
journalist for multiple publications; her articles appear regularly throughout North America and she
writes a monthly column on NYS Emergency Medical Services issues as a NYS Emergency Medical
Technician (First Responder News).

